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In Hakusan City, Ishikawa Prefecture, the conference of promoting Geopark is organized in 2010 and aim at authorized as the Japan Geopark for the present.

There are Mt. Hakusan and the Tedori River flows into the Sea of Japan, and there is rich nature in this area. This region has also various geological histories. There are the Hida metamorphic rocks, the Tetori Group and some volcanic materials. In addition, there are various geographical features in this area that formed by the Tedori River eroding those strata.

The living of people based on such geological features and geographical features also has various styles. People in this region have lived for a long time with the blessing and the disaster of Mt. Hakusan and the Tedori River. The influence of the water such as rivers exists always greatly for this region. Therefore, people’s lifestyles have been considering peripheral nature.

The Mt. Hakusan-Tedori River region is a place where we can be felt the nature made from the planet earth of water, and moreover the symbiosis of such nature and people.
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